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Abstract

Proteins and DNA are large, complex molecules that carry out biological
functions essential to all life. Their successful operation relies on adopting
specific structures, stabilized by intra-molecular interactions between atoms.
The spatial and temporal resolution required to study the mechanics of these
molecules in full detail can only be obtained using computer simulations of
molecular models. In a molecular dynamics simulation, a trajectory of the
system is generated, which allows mapping out the states and dynamics of
the molecule. However, the time and length scales characteristic of biological
events are many orders of magnitude larger than the resolution needed to
accurately describe the microscopic processes of the atoms. To overcome this
problem, sampling methods have been developed that enhance the occurrence
of rare but important events, which improves the statistics of simulation data.

This thesis summarizes my work on developing the AWH method, an al-
gorithm that adaptively optimizes sampling toward a target function and si-
multaneously finds and assigns probabilities to states of the simulated system.
I have adapted AWH for use in molecular dynamics simulations. In doing so,
I investigated the convergence of the method as a function of its input param-
eters and improved the robustness of the method. I have also worked on a
generally applicable approach for calculating the target function in an auto-
matic and non-arbitrary way. Traditionally, the target is set in an ad hoc way,
while now sampling can be improved by 50% or more without extra effort. I
have also used AWH to improve sampling in two biologically relevant applica-
tions. In one paper, we study the opening of a DNA base pair, which due to
the stability of the DNA double helix only very rarely occurs spontaneously.
We show that the probability of opening depends on both nearest-neighbor
and longer-range sequence effect and furthermore structurally characterize
the open states. In the second application the permeability and ammonia
selectivity of the membrane protein aquaporin is investigated and we show
that these functions are sensitive to specific mutations.

Keywords: molecular dynamics, free energy calculation, adaptive sampling,
extended ensembles, membrane proteins, DNA
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Sammanfattning

Proteiner och DNA är stora, komplexa molekyler som organismer produ-
cerar för att utföra alla de livsviktiga funktioner som cellerna behöver. För
att kunna utföra dessa funktioner veckar biomolekylerna sig och antar specifi-
ka strukturer som sedan stabiliseras av intra-molekylära interaktioner mellan
atomerna. För att studera mekaniken hos dessa molekyler i detalj krävs en
rums- och tidsupplösning som endast kan uppnås med hjälp av datorsimu-
leringar. Molekyldynamik är en simuleringsmetod som beräknar systemets
trajektoria i rummet som en funktion av tiden, så att strukturella tillstånd
och händelser som är viktiga för molekylens funktion kan kartläggas. Tids-
och längdskalorna som karakteriserar viktiga biologiska processer är emeller-
tid ofta många storleksordningar större än dem som krävs för att beskriva
mikroskopiska processer hos atomerna. Det problemet har motiverat utveck-
lingen av algoritmer som gör det mer sannolikt att observera händelser som
annars har låg frekvens i simuleringarna, men som ändå är viktiga statistiskt
sett, så att datan från simuleringarna blir mer tillförlitlig.

Denna avhandling sammanfattar mitt arbete för att förbättra simulerings-
metoden AWH, en algoritm som med hjälp av en målfunktion adaptivt op-
timerar statistiken som erhålls från simuleringarna och som samtidigt hittar
och beräknar sannolikheter för viktiga tillstånd hos det simulerade systemet.
Jag har anpassat AWH för molekyldynamiksimuleringar, vilket har innebu-
rit att jag har undersökt metodens konvergens samt gjort metoden mindre
känslig för val av parametrar Jag har även hjälpt till att utveckla en metod
för att beräkna målfunktionen på ett automatiskt och icke godtyckligt sätt.
Traditionellt sett har målfunktionen annars valts ad hoc, medan vi här visar
att vi kan uppnå minst 50% mer effektiva simuleringar, utan extra ansträng-
ning. Jag har även använt AWH for att optimera statistiken i simuleringar av
två biologiskt relevanta system. I en publikation studerar vi öppnandet av ett
DNA-baspar, en process som spontant sker ytterst sällan på grund av dess
väldigt stabila dubbelhelix-struktur. Vi visar att sannolikheten att ett baspar
öppnar upp beror på den direkt angränsande basparssekvensen, men även på
den mer globala sekvensen, och vi karakteriserar de öppna tillstånden. I den
andra biologiska tillämpningen, undersöker vi permeabilitet och selektivitet
hos membranproteinet aquaporin och visar att dessa funktioner är känsliga
för specifika mutationer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Life takes place on a wide range of length and time scales. The human body
measures in meters and the human cell in tens of µm, almost a million times
smaller. The membrane enveloping the cell is another thousand times smaller, only
a few nm thick. At this resolution, one can see individual water molecules, roughly
ten of them are are needed to span the cell membrane, and the atoms they are
composed of. Besides water, the cell is packed with a variety of molecules: small
molecules such as sugars and vitamins, only tens of atoms large, as well as huge,
intricately folded molecules such as proteins and DNA, built from thousands of
atoms.

This mix of length scales goes hand in hand with a wide range of biologically rel-
evant time scales. An electrical signal is transmitted across a nerve cell in fractions
of a second. In that time, a protein has already transitioned between different func-
tional states a thousand times, a million ions have passed through an ion channel,
and a water molecule has changed hydrogen bonding partners 1010 times. Down on
the atomic length scale, due to the small mass of an atom, processes are extremely
fast. Atoms bump into each other randomly, changing their direction of movement
and exchanging energy. Tracking this atomic motion precisely would require taking
a snapshot every fs (10−15s).

Ideally, looking into the cell like this would be of help when trying to under-
stand the mechanisms involved in complex biological processes. Real-life experi-
ments simply cannot give such level of detail. The spatial and temporal resolution
of experimental detectors and tools are limited and the signal being measured is
generally an average of many microscopic biological processes. Disentangling and
refining the experimental signal to be able to draw conclusions about the underlying
biology or chemistry, requires already having a lot of prior knowledge and applying
additional assumptions and modeling.

Enter molecular simulations. Using physics to dictate the atomic forces, and
thereby the motion of the atoms, together with experimental knowledge about the
composition and structure of the biomolecules of interest, we can use computers to
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

calculate step by step the time evolution of a biological system. Thus, with simula-
tions we can literally watch the molecules in the simulated system wobble around
and interact with each other and study the structural transformations involved in
biomolecular functional motion. More importantly, simulation data is readily quan-
tifiable. With the right statistical analysis we can in theory understand everything
about it.

In practice of course, it is not exactly that easy. To really understand important
biological processes we need to simulate for long enough to see them. Otherwise,
if the simulations are too short the data will be biased by the initial configuration
of the system. Simply having a good chance of seeing an ion pass through an ion
channel, a protein residing in the cell membrane, requires generating a trajectory
several µs long. With a fs long time step that means sequentially calculating more
than 109 steps. On a fast super-computer running highly optimized simulation
software, both of which have already taken decades of research to develop, today
this will require about 10 weeks of real-time waiting for the simulation job to finish.
Moreover, to get good statistics we need to simulate orders of magnitude longer
to sample many events. Thus, the great potential of the simulation approach is
accompanied by very real computational challenges.

In the remainder of this thesis, I will give some background that should help
better understanding what I have done and set the context of my papers, which
are summarized in chapter 6. This thesis is not intended to act as a reference
or a textbook, for which there are many better alternatives. For that purpose I
instead recommend the resources [1–5], and the references therein, as a good start-
ing point for further reading. I also provide some historical context in section 5.6,
which contains references to important pioneering work enabling me to make this
contribution.



Chapter 2

Biomolecular simulations

2.1 What are biomolecules?

All molecules making up the living organism are biomolecules. Out of these, the
nucleic acids, DNA and RNA, and the proteins stand out especially, as they are
the carriers of the genetic code and the products of the genetic code, respectively.
Proteins then, are molecules with functions important enough for life that their
blueprints need to be passed on to the next generation. The structures of nucleic
acids and proteins are modular. Similar subunits, residues, bind together covalently
and form long, linear chains. They are long enough to fold into themselves, forming
a specific, relatively stable three-dimensional structure. The residues of the nucleic
acids are the nucleotides, each carrying either of four bases, the letters of the genetic
code. Proteins are built from the 20 amino acids, which differ by the chemical
structure of their side chains.

Proteins gain their biological function once the correctly folded state, deter-
mined by the residue sequence, has been found. They are not static entities how-
ever, and their function often requires mobility. There may also be several accessible
structural states, conformations, in which typically the function is modified. The
protein can transition between these modes of operation either spontaneously or
with help from external factors. RNA folds similarly to proteins, as a single strand.
In the case of DNA however, a single strand generally intertwines and base pairs
with another strand, forming the famous double helix. In this stable structure, the
bases holding the important genetic information are chemically well-protected.

2.2 Experimental structures

There are two historically important experimental techniques for probing the struc-
ture of biomolecules: nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray
crystallography. In NMR, radio waves are tuned in to resonate with the intrin-
sic frequencies of the nucleus in the atoms, yielding a structure-specific fingerprint
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4 CHAPTER 2. BIOMOLECULAR SIMULATIONS

from which a structural model and some dynamical information can be extracted.
The larger the molecule, the more difficult that extraction step becomes, since it
requires decomposing an increasingly convoluted signal. In X-ray crystallography,
the critical and challenging step is to crystallize the molecule of interest. Then, the
sample is hit with X-ray beams from different angles. Due to the highly ordered
crystal structure this gives rise to a distinct scattering pattern containing structural
information. The structural model obtained from such an experiment is called a
crystal structure. These models have atomic-level spatial resolution on the order of
1 Å (0.1 nm), but there is no dynamic information.

Both of these experimental approaches require the sample to be prepared in
special conditions, generally different from the native environment of the molecule.
For instance, crystallizing a protein requires, to some extent by trial-and-error,
adding salts, detergents and other chemicals to the sample, varying pH and lowering
the temperature. Since biomolecules are designed to work in specific conditions,
these factors likely affect the conformation of the molecule, but to what extent, is
hard to know. Even assuming that such artifacts are acceptable, a single, static
structure can only say so much about the function of the molecule. What we would
really want is an ensemble of structures, and to know how they are dynamically
connected. Simulations can provide such information.

In the last decade, development in a new and promising technology, cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM), has boomed. In cryo-EM, a thin (∼10 nm) film of purified
protein solution is spread onto a grid and then rapidly frozen to very low (cryo-
genic) temperature. The resulting non-crystalline ice-sheet is hit by electrons that,
after interacting with the embedded proteins, can be detected in the form of a
two-dimensional image of the proteins. These images are the input of sophisticated
algorithms that reconstruct the three-dimensional structure to some resolution. A
major advantage of cryo-EM is that no crystallization is needed. In essence, one
hopes to be able to freeze the protein “in motion” and to capture an ensemble
of structures corresponding to functional states. Still, many technical (and eco-
nomical) challenges remain before reaching that goal. It seems likely that as the
information from experiments and simulations becomes increasingly transferable
and overlapping, the more the two approaches will become intertwined and com-
plement each other.

2.3 Why simulate?

We now assume that there is a molecular system we would like to understand
in atomic detail, and also that there is a specific process we are interested in.
Furthermore assume that we have structural information about the molecules in
the system, obtained e.g. using one of the experimental techniques discussed in
the previous section. For concreteness sake, we use the example of an ion passing
through a protein channel. We are interested in the atomic details of the process.
Questions we would like to answer may be of the type, what path does the ion take
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Figure 2.1: Cross section of a membrane protein system. The atoms are represented
by balls of sizes representing the minimum amount of space they occupy. The
protein (in green), called aquaporin, resides in the hydrophobic membrane (yellow)
that separates two water reservoirs (blue; hydrogens in white), e.g. the inside and
outside of a cell. The function of the protein in this case is to facilitate permeation
of water through the membrane. Ions (pink), either positive or negative, are also
present in the solvent in relatively low concentrations.

through the protein? How long does it take? Are there bottlenecks on the way, and
what causes them? Does the protein have multiple states that facilitate or prevent
the ion from crossing, and what is the probability of being in either state? Which
interactions with water, protein or other molecules are important along the way?
And so on. The answers are essential for understanding the machinery enabling
the protein to function efficiently and specifically. Experiments cannot answer such
detailed questions. Instead, we aim for building a realistic model and then use
theoretical and computational tools to study the model.

Only including the essentials, the protein, the membrane the protein is anchored
in, water and ions, see Fig. 2.1, this example system will contain on the order of
100,000 atoms. In a computer, and mathematically, the system is represented by
a list of the atoms and the three-dimensional positions xi and momenta pi of each
atom i, together with the physics model the atoms interact by. The exact state
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of the system as a whole is determined by the coordinates and momenta of all
atoms in the system, (x, p) = ({xi}, {pi}). We call the positions alone, x, the
system configuration. The possible states of the system, the phase space, are all
the combinations of values of the positions and momenta of the atoms. In our
case, the size of phase space becomes astronomical. Even in a system containing
only three atoms, equations of motion cannot be solved analytically, so we need
to solve these problems numerically. To even begin addressing any of the above
questions would however require finding the relevant states – enumerating them all
is not feasible. Just picking a random point in phase space will generally be a very
high energy state, with atoms clashing or bonds breaking, which is unphysical and
irrelevant at finite biological temperature conditions.

Simulations provide a very practical and conceptually simple approach. If we
can find one reasonable starting configuration (x0, p0), say from a crystal structure,
the equations of motion can be solved numerically, evolving the system forward in
discrete, very short time steps. Integrating over time, the simulation thus generates
a trajectory, (x(t), p(t)), of the system moving through phase space. The trajectory
of the system configuration, x(t), can be visualized frame by frame on the computer
screen, a movie of the system evolving in time. Answering questions about the
system now amounts to collecting data – measuring times, labeling states, counting
events – and performing statistical analysis on the data.

Importantly, the trick being applied is that in practice we do not have to generate
each and every sequence of configurations. The mathematical problem has been
reformulated as a statistical one where we sample probable paths in phase space.
The accuracy of our results will depend on the length of our trajectories and we
can tolerate a certain amount of statistical uncertainty. So to get reproducible and
reliable answers we just need to sample enough.

2.4 Designing the simulation box

Before continuing with generating trajectories, we need to specify exactly what we
want to simulate, make a model of the physical system. For sake of computational
efficiency, we do not want to include more complexity than necessary. To simulate
a dynamic system with atomic detail using classical, Newtonian mechanics is a rea-
sonable approximation. Thus, we do not explicitly model relativistic and quantum
effects, only in an average sense. The nucleus of the atom is considered to be a
point particle moving in an effective potential of the electrons. This potential is
called the force field since it gives rise to the atomic forces. To evolve the simulation
forward by one time step, one calculates the force on each atom as a function of
coordinates x using the force field. In solving the equations of motion, the forces
give rise to an acceleration changing the momenta p of the atoms, which in turn
changes the system configuration x.

Determining the force field is now a critical step. Ideally, one would like to
calculate the force field ab initio from quantum theory, but that would require
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recalculating the force field every step which is not feasible for our purposes. In
what is commonly known as molecular dynamics (MD), the force field is rather
approximated and parametrized. Each interaction type and atom type adds to the
number of force field parameters. Some parameters are determined by matching
them to experimental data, others derived using more theoretical approaches.

There are different variants of MD force fields, both in terms of the choice of
parameter types and their values, but certain fundamental building blocks have
evolved. Atoms interact with each other either through so-called bonded or long-
range interactions. Bonded interactions are very strong and short-ranged, acting
between a specific group of atoms. Basically, they define the forces keeping a
molecule together. Long-range interactions act between pairs of atoms in the sys-
tem. Nearby interactions will be more important since the interaction strength
decays with the atom pair distance, r. There are two types of long-range interac-
tions: Lennard-Jones interactions, which decay as r−6, and Coulomb interactions,
which decay much slower, as r−1.

One may recognize at this point that there is a significant amount of freedom
in designing the force fields. Indeed, the work of simultaneously developing and
evaluating them is on-going. At the same time, it is likely the simplicity and
modularity of MD that has has allowed it to evolve into the widely recognized
theoretical tool that it is today.

2.5 Outside the box

One may now, rightfully, ask, what is outside of the simulated “box” of atoms?
Obviously, one cannot simply let the system float around freely in vacuum, very
unlike the compact environment of a cell (see e.g Fig. 2.1), since the molecules
would simply diffuse away from each other. Typically in MD simulations, periodic
boundary conditions are applied, meaning that the simulation box is surrounded by
exact replicas of itself in each spatial dimension. A molecule exiting at one end, will
thus at the same time enter on the other side. Effectively, there are no boundaries
anymore. Artifacts caused by the added periodicity can be reduced by making the
box size large enough so that a molecule does not interact strongly with a replica
of itself, which would introduce strange correlations.

A more subtle point is that, up until now, we have implicitly imposed additional
constraints on our system. Namely, that the number of particles in the box, the
volume of the box and, since Newton’s equations preserve energy, the total energy
of the box are all constant. These constraints define the interactions of the simu-
lated system with the (non-simulated) external environment of the box, here none.
Importantly, the constraints determine the statistical properties of the system, the
ensemble. Simply put, the ensemble is the system, described by x and p, together
with the probability distributions of x and p. It is called an ensemble because
conceptually one can imagine obtaining these distributions by doing statistics on a
very large number of identically prepared systems, each with its own phase space
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state. When saying that a physical system is (simulated) in a particular ensemble,
one refers to a system in equilibrium, where the distributions are not changing over
time, and that reached equilibrium with a particular external environment. With
the current set of constraints that fix the number of atoms N , the volume V and
the energy E, the system is in the so called NV E ensemble.

This may seem like a natural choice, but there are other options. Rather than
controlling the energy, one can control temperature T , which is mathematically
equivalent to keeping the average energy 〈E〉 constant. Analogously, one can con-
trol the pressure P instead of V , fixing 〈V 〉. By controlling external substance
concentrations one sets the so called chemical potential µ, equivalent to constant
〈N〉. These choices allow fluctuations in N , V and E, which will generally mimic
natural and laboratory conditions better. Therefore, MD simulations are often
performed in the NPT ensemble, keeping the number of atoms constant while
controlling pressure and temperature. The reasons for not simulating in µPT are
mainly practical; inserting new molecules in a densely packed system is not triv-
ial. P and T can be controlled by algorithms rescaling the box size and the atom
velocities, respectively.



Chapter 3

The sampling challenge

3.1 Stable states and rare events

A characteristic feature of complex biological molecules is that there are stable
states, states of high probability, that the molecule will reside in for longer times.
Transitioning between such states only happens rarely, although the actual tran-
sition can be very fast. Transitional regions thus have low probability of being
sampled in a simulation. One may argue that this design of stable, well-separated
states have evolved from necessity. A protein function may need to be turned on and
off in response to a specific switch, such as changes in the chemical environment or
binding of a messenger molecule. A more floppy design would not guarantee precise
control and regulation.

From the trajectory of a simulation we obtain probabilities of states by labeling
different configurations x(t) belonging to this state or that, then making a histogram
of the states. However, this does not tell us anything about why a certain state is
more stable than another. We need some basic theory from statistical physics to
rationalize the data.

We assume that we are in a constant T ensemble. Then the probability density
of seeing a configuration x relates to the potential energy U(x), which in MD is
given by the force field, of that configuration as

P (x) = 1
Z
e
−U(x)

kB T , where Z =
∫
e
−U(x)

kB T dx (3.1)

normalizes the probability,
∫
P (x) dx = 1, and kBT is the Boltzmann constant

times the temperature and has units of energy. The equation shows that larger,
more positive energy configurations are exponentially “penalized” and the energy
scale for doing so is given by kBT .

However, single configurations are rarely useful to study in detail since there
will always be a set of similar configurations with essentially the same properties.
Rather, we calculate the probability of a state A, a subset of configurations, by

9



10 CHAPTER 3. THE SAMPLING CHALLENGE

integrating the probabilities of all compatible configurations,

P (A) = 1
Z

∫
A

e
−U(x)

kB T dx, (3.2)

from which it becomes clear that, while U(x) sets the weight of how much each
configuration x contributes to the total probability, in general an equally important
factor for the total probability is the size of A.

For example, assume there is a cavity in a protein that a molecule can bind
into and define A as all x where the molecule is in the pocket. A big pocket
(large A) is more likely for the molecule to get trapped in than a small one, and
favorable interactions between the molecule and the pocket (low U) would also
increase P (A). We further note the role of temperature. As T increases, the
importance of U decreases. Thus, when kBT grows larger than the largest variations
of the potential energy, all configurations become equally probable and only the
number of configurations in the state matters. For low temperatures, we see the
opposite effect.

Thus, at physiological temperatures, the stable states of a complex molecule
are made up of many similar and relatively low energy configurations. Transition
regions are improbable either because they are high in energy or because visiting
them requires the system to first find a very specific configuration.

3.2 Short trajectories are biased

In an MD simulation we generally assume that if we generate a long enough tra-
jectory, all possible states will be sampled and the observed distribution of states
will be the same regardless of the starting configuration. Systems for which this
condition is true are called ergodic. In practice however, MD simulations of large
biomolecular systems are effectively not ergodic because the simulations are not
long enough. Traversing the phase space of a system requires a certain amount
of simulation time. If the actual simulation time is shorter, not all states will be
sampled and ergodicity cannot be verified.

The feasible trajectory length is determined from a balance between the time
a researcher is able to or willing to wait before getting data (typically not much
more than a month), and the expected gain from obtaining the data. With the
currently available compute power and state-of-the art simulation software, this
generally limits biomolecular simulations to generate trajectories on the order of
µs long. But proteins can remain in a single stable state for up to seconds, several
orders of magnitude longer. In such cases the system will therefore stay close to
the initial configuration, which was modeled somehow by the researcher, resulting
in a huge bias in the statistics.

The underlying problem is a separation of time scales. To resolve atomic motion
accurately, one needs to take very short, fs long time steps, while the average time
between conformational changes are many orders of magnitude longer. A second
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long trajectory thus consists of 1015 steps, and the real time for generating this
data will be proportional to that large number.

3.3 Making simulations longer

How can we tackle the sampling problem? One obvious way is to adapt the scientific
questions being asked to ones that are feasible to answer. Some valuable information
can still be extracted from trajectories that stay relatively close to the starting
structure, assuming that the starting structure is reasonably representative of a
biologically important state. Alternatively, we can improve the performance of
simulations by decreasing the real time to simulation time ratio.

From a hardware perspective, one can try to make computers faster at calcula-
tions or even design machines specifically for molecular simulations. We can also
add more compute nodes in order to crunch the numbers in parallel. This only
helps up until a point where there is no more work that can be done in parallel
because of dependencies in the calculations. Before that however, the overhead of
managing the communication between many different compute elements will make
it meaningless to add more compute power.

On the other hand, given a certain amount of computational resources of a
certain architecture, calculations can be made smarter and more efficient by de-
veloping better algorithms. Each time step of the simulation involves millions of
mathematical operations, which typically need to be carried out on multiple com-
pute nodes in parallel. By changing the order of calculations, applying simplifying
mathematical approximations when possible and by scheduling the work efficiently,
one can arrive at the same end result, faster.

We can now take this optimization one step further and ask ourselves, for a
given simulation time, how much useful information can we extract? Instead of
only sampling state A, a better strategy may be to distribute half of the samples in
A and the other half in state B. Which trajectory frames do we learn more from?
If we can specify in a precise way what is more important to sample, the equations
of motion can be modified accordingly, so that we get more interesting information
per calculated time step. This is called importance or enhanced sampling and will
be the topic of the next chapter.





Chapter 4

Guiding the simulation

4.1 The sampling landscape

In the context of MD and statistical physics, it is common to instead of probabilities
work with a closely related variable called free energy,

F (A) = −kBT ln
∫
A

e
−U(x)

kB T dx. (4.1)

Essentially, the free energy is the logarithm of the total probability weight of a given
domain, F (A) = −kBT lnP (A)−kBT lnZ, cf. Eq. (3.2). The last constant term is
irrelevant for comparing relative free energies, or probabilities, of two states in the
same ensemble, F (A) − F (B) = −kBT ln(P (A)/P (B)). However, from Eq. (3.1)
we see that this term is itself a free energy, F = −kBT lnZ, that relates to the total
probability. Therefore, this normalization factor is highly relevant when calculating
the free energy difference between two ensembles, say at two different temperatures
T1 and T2. Then, F1/kBT1 − F2/kBT2 = − lnZ1/Z2.

Using free energies rather than probabilities is mainly a matter of convenience.
The logarithm turns multiplication into addition, and linear quantities can be more
natural and easier to work with, both mathematically and numerically. Further-
more, the chosen prefactor −kBT gives F units of energy and makes and makes it
consistent with being a sort of effective potential. Similarly as for the potential U ,
low F corresponds to high probability and high F to low probability, but now in a
direct way.

The picture emerges of a free energy landscape, with valleys separated by moun-
tains which the system trajectory travels through during the simulation. Most of
the time the path will circle around in the free energy minima, the stable states,
avoiding the high free energy barriers. To draw a complete a map of the landscape
however, barriers have to be crossed.

13
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4.2 Explore or refine?

We now consider possibilities for guiding the simulation to explore more of the
free energy landscape in cases where the simulations are not long enough to do so
spontaneously. Would it not be possible to, whenever we “hit” a barrier, artifi-
cially increase the probability of crossing that barrier? We have already noted the
effect temperature has on the ensemble: it flattens the potential energy landscape.
Consequently, one could simply increase the temperature, from T0 to T1, hence
change the ensemble, and sample more freely. Knowing how temperature affects
the probability of each configuration, from Eq. (3.1), samples collected at T1 can
be reweighted as if they were collected at T0.

An important question remains, how do we pick T1? Ideally, one would like
to sample more transitions between biologically relevant free energy minima. If
we increase the temperature too much however, we will end up sampling much
more than that; wasting time in very high energy states, at the loss of accuracy
in relevant states. We could end up with worse sampling for our purposes than
what we started out with. There is a trade-off between promoting exploration and
refining the statistics. The best solution will always be subjective since it depends
on what one wants to learn about the system under investigation. In addition, it is
impossible to know beforehand how the free energy landscape looks like and how
it is modified by changes in temperature. The main point though is that including
information from another ensemble has the potential to improve sampling.

4.3 An optimized ensemble

Now we present a framework for including information from a range of ensembles
within one simulation. We assume we have a collection of ensembles, labeled by a
controllable system parameter λ. For instance, λ = T in the example above. In
general, λ can be multidimensional. Then, we extend our original ensemble to not
only provide distributions at a single value λ, but a range of λ values. Thus, we
also need to sample λ, but according to which distribution? For now we let it be a
free variable ρ(λ), which we call the target distribution, and we assume it optimizes
the sampling for our purposes (as good as we know how to).

The targeted extended ensemble can thus be expressed as

P (x, λ) = ρ(λ)eF (λ)−U(x,λ), (4.2)

where have used P (x, λ) = P (λ)P (x|λ) and interpreted variables from Eq. (3.1)
as conditional on λ. Here, F (λ) = −kBT lnZ(λ) and the dimensionless U(x, λ) =
U(x, λ)/kBT (λ) have been introduced to make it clear that the potential energy
or temperature can generally be functions of λ. One can easily verify that the
marginal distribution P (λ) = ρ(λ). The important thing to note is that the target
ensemble depends on the unknown free energy, F (λ). From its definition it is clear
that calculating F (λ) to some accuracy requires having sampled a lot already.
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4.4 Optimizing the ensemble on the fly

The question is then, how do we ever get started? The more accurately we know
F (λ), the more optimal our sampling, but also the other way around. To optimize
the ensemble, we have to proceed by converging toward the target ensemble adap-
tively, incorporating new knowledge as we obtain it. The general procedure would
be as follows. We first guess or estimate the free energy numerically, as F0(λ). Then
we sample for a bit in the extended ensemble that the guess implies by Eq. (4.2),
P0(x, λ). More generally,

Pn(x, λ) = 1
Zn

ρ(λ)eFn(λ)−U(x,λ), (4.3)

where Zn =
∫
ρ(λ)eFn(λ)−F (λ) dλ ensures

∫
Pn(x, λ) dxdλ = 1. The collected sam-

ples contain information about the true free energy F . This knowledge can be
extracted and used to improve the free energy estimate, yielding a refined F1 and
associated P1. We can then iterate this procedure until Pn is sufficiently close to
the target ensemble, Eq. (4.2).

With this sketch of an algorithm, we accomplish two related things. First off, the
free energy is calculated with a certain accuracy, Fn ≈ F . Second, since our samples
are collected in a gradually improved ensemble (by assumption) we distribute the
samples more efficiently. So far, the description of the procedure was intentionally
brief and general while still capturing the basic idea of adaptive extended ensemble
optimization. In reality, implementing it efficiently and applying it successfully
to a complex system requires addressing a few non-trivial questions. Importantly,
how should the free energy be updated more exactly? And, how is the extended
ensemble sampled in practice?





Chapter 5

The AWH method

I have developed and implemented the accelerated weight histogram method (AWH),
an extended ensemble method which samples and adaptively optimizes the ensem-
ble, while estimating the free energy. In the following, I give an overview of the
AWH algorithm.

5.1 Sampling the extended ensemble

We assume that we have some efficient machinery for sampling a trajectory x(t) at a
given value of λ, that is, from P (x|λ). This is certainly the case, as today there are
several highly optimized MD simulation software packages to choose from. To sam-
ple from the extended ensemble we need to generate samples (x, λ) ∼ P (x, λ). In
AWH, the trajectory of λ “follows” that of x by sampling λ(t) from the conditional
distribution

ωn(λ; t) ≡ Pn(λ|x(t)), (5.1)

which can be calculated directly from the expression for Pn(x, λ), Eq. (4.3). In
the extended ensemble trajectory then, x(t) will evolve smoothly (as much as the
time step allows), while λ(t) discontinuously jumps each time it is sampled from
ωn(λ; t).

Another possibility, which avoids sudden changes in λ, is to make sampling of
λ implicit by sampling only x from its marginal distribution Pn(x) =

∫
Pn(x, λ) dλ.

A common case where this is applicable is when the simulation is guided along a
reaction coordinate ξ(x), a function of the coordinates. The reaction coordinate es-
sentially slices up configuration space in some meaningful way by grouping together
all configurations x that map to the same value ξ. In practice, finding a reaction co-
ordinate that is suitable for the problem at hand is highly non-trivial. In AWH, the
reaction coordinate case is handled by coupling the system to a harmonic potential,
Q(ξ, λ) = 1

2k(ξ − λ)2/kBT . That is, U(x, λ) = U0(x) + Q(ξ(x), λ), where U0(x)
is the unbiased system. Assuming the force constant k is chosen large enough, we
have ξ ≈ λ. Thus, by controlling the distribution of λ, that of ξ automatically

17
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follows. For this case we obtain

Pn(x) =
∫ 1
Zn

ρ(λ)eFn(λ)−U(x,λ) dλ

= 1
Zn

e−U
0(x)−Ub

n(ξ(x)), (5.2)

where Ubn(ξ) = − ln
∫
ρ(λ)eFn(λ)−Q(ξ,λ) dλ is the (unit-less) convolved bias potential

acting on ξ. This is relatively straightforward to implement in existing MD code
by adding an additional force term −kBT∇Ubn. In the more general case, where the
λ dependence of U(x, λ) cannot be split out nicely as a separate term, explicitly
sampling λ is more convenient.

5.2 A histogram-based free energy update

The probability weights ωn(λ; t), Eq. (5.1), are essential also for the free energy
update in which the distributions ωn(λ; t) are the “samples” instead of individual
values λ(t). A distribution clearly contains more information since it is approached
in the limit of many samples.

Now assume that we are at iteration n of the ensemble optimization so that
we have a free energy estimate Fn and that we have sampled probability weights∑
t ωn(λ; t) from the corresponding ensemble Pn, where here t runs over the times

of sampling since the last update. From the definition of ωn(λ; t) in Eq. (5.1) we
see that, assuming ergodicity,

∑
t ωn(λ; t)/

∑
t 1 ≈ Pn(λ). That is, by sampling we

can estimate Pn(λ). By integrating over Eq. (4.3), which results in a factor e−F on
the right-hand side, then rearranging and substituting this estimate for Pn(λ), we
obtain a correction formula for Fn,

∆Fn(λ) = − ln
(∑

t ωn(λ; t)∑
t ρ(λ)

)
≈ F (λ)− Fn(λ). (5.3)

Therefore, with enough sampling a better estimate would be Fn+1 = Fn+∆Fn ≈ F .
Here, we have ignored the constant factor − lnZn which itself depends on F , thus
settling with only estimating relative free energies.

Because of the assumed sampling problem however, ergodicity is poor, and
applying the update as it stands would only introduce noise. We instead need a
formula which can be applied repeatedly with a limited amount of samples from
the current ensemble. In AWH, this problem is overcome by keeping a non-zero
probability weight histogram W (λ) representing prior sampling, or knowledge, and
which is updated after every free energy update. The AWH free energy update is

∆Fn(λ) = − ln
(
Wn(λ) +

∑
t ωn(λ; t)

Wn(λ) +
∑
t ρ(λ)

)
. (5.4)

Thus, the samples for this update are considered a fluctuation on top of Wn.
The form of the update is reasonable: no sampling yields ∆Fn = 0 as it should,
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and for sampling long enough, prior knowledge becomes irrelevant and ∆Fn ≈
− ln(

∑
ωn/

∑
ρ) as it has to in order to comply with Eq. (5.3). Furthermore,

“oversampling” in some region,
∑
t ωn >

∑
t ρ, yields ∆Fn < 0 while “undersam-

pling” yields ∆Fn > 0, consistent with having over- or underestimated the free
energy, respectively. From Eq. (4.3), we see that this will promote exploration to-
ward undersampled regions. Repeatedly applying the update will essentially drive,
or push the system toward correcting free energy errors.

After the free energy update, Wn needs to be updated to reflect the knowledge
gained from the samples

∑
t ωn and act as prior knowledge for next update. This is

done by adding the collected samples to the weight histogram, distributed according
to ρ, Wn+1 = Wn +

∑
t ρ. Thus, as sampling proceeds W consistently grows,

meaning that the effective number of samples N =
∑
λW (λ) increases, N ∼ t.

The overall update size |∆F (λ)| scales as 1/N for large N , allowing the free energy
estimate and the ensemble to converge. The larger N , the less the updates push
the system.

5.3 Adding robustness

It may seem now that by applying the previously described technique the ergodicity
problem has been evaded. But in fact, traces of it are still hiding in the simple
update scheme of W , which in general is too optimistic. Letting W grow linearly
at the sampling rate predicts higher accuracy than what should be expected of Fn
initially when its errors are large and sampling is non-optimal.

The update in a sense assumes that prior sampling was distributed as ρ(λ). In
reality, MD samples will be highly correlated, especially when free energy barriers
need to be crossed. To drive sampling towards the target, frequent updates are
needed using a limited amount of localized samples. With each update, W grows
and the update size decreases, roughly as 1/N . Thus, during the first transition in
going from λA to λB , the updates keep getting globally smaller, even in unexplored
regions. The net effect is that F (λA)−F (λB) is underestimated simply because the
starting point A received more large negative updates and the end point B more
large positive updates. This systematic error takes time for the method to “heal”
and leads to slow convergence and sensitivity to initial conditions.

The longer it takes to transition from one end of the sampling region to the
other, ∆Ntrans counted in number of samples, the larger the difference in update
size will be at start and end. As N grows large, the relative change ∆Ntrans/N
becomes negligible and the effect will diminish. However, time is still wasted on
correcting errors, which leads to a suboptimal convergence rate. Clearly, ∆Ntrans is
system dependent. It will also depend on N , ∆Ntrans = ∆Ntrans(N) (as well as the
error of Fn). The smaller N is, the more the system is being driven by the updates,
yielding faster, shorter transitions. As N grows large and the driving diminishes,
the average transition time will increase until it plateaus at a value dependent on
the system dynamics and the target distribution.
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For the sake of robustness and efficiency, AWH is supplemented with an initial
heuristic scheme for updatingW . In this initial stage,W is prevented from growing
by resetting it after each update, thus keeping N and the free energy update size
constant. This way, the whole target region is explored and receives the same
update size before attempting to refine the estimate. After each transition, we check
if ∆Ntrans(N) ≤ N . If true, exit the initial stage and start accumulating samples.
Initially however, generally ∆Ntrans(N) � N . In that case, we expect to still be
at a sensitive stage where histogram growth should be restrained. Nonetheless, to
progress at all W needs to grow. We thus proceed, again heuristically, by doubling
N , an increase of N samples. At some point however, after multiple transitions
across the targeted sampling interval, N will have grown sufficiently to exit the
initial stage. If now Fn is accurate enough, which is hopefully true thanks to the
slow growth of N , it should be safe to let W accumulate linearly.

5.4 A moving target

We now return to the topic of choosing the target distribution, ρ(λ). Without
having more knowledge, the default approach is to let it be uniform such that free
energy barriers are flattened. There is however no automatic way of determining
the sampling boundaries, outside of which ρ(λ) = 0. The best choice will depend on
the scope and aim of the simulation study. Sometimes it is helpful however to make
the target distribution a function of the free energy estimate Fn, so that extremely
high free energy regions are avoided. Since Fn changes each update n, so will the
target, ρ = ρn.

This adds another layer of complexity to the guided simulation. First, sampling
is optimized toward a fixed target, ρn. Second, ρn itself may change over time as
sampling proceed. A changing target can quite naturally be incorporated in AWH;
after the free energy update, before continuing to the next iteration of sampling,
the target distribution itself may be updated, ρn → ρn+1. The updates of Fn and
Wn remain the same with the substitution ρ = ρn.

It is natural to now also try to optimize the target distribution further. Ideally,
we would like to target the ensemble that, given a certain sampling time, gives rise
to the smallest error in free energy estimate. Choosing ρ uniform is rather arbitrary
and does not take into account any information about what λ actually is. Indeed,
simply transforming λ non-linearly while insisting on maintaining a uniform distri-
bution will change the distribution of samples. Furthermore, we realize that certain
regions of λ can be intrinsically noisier than others, requiring longer sampling time
to get to the same level of accuracy. Even after assuming that one can prescribe the
form of what the optimal target is, it clearly needs to be calculated from simulation
data and incorporated on the fly. Thus, again proceeding adaptively.
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5.5 Parallel simulations

For some high-friction systems, obtaining several full transitions across the sam-
pling interval, as required by the AWH initial stage, may not be feasible to achieve
in reasonable time. Assuming that available computational resources are not a lim-
iting factor, it would be desirable to parallelize the workload so that the waiting
time to obtain a free energy estimate of a given accuracy becomes shorter. Triv-
ially, one can simultaneously launch multiple independent, i.e. non-communicating,
simulations and calculate a free energy function from each trajectory. Due to the
chaotic properties of the equations of motion the trajectories will diverge, even when
starting from identical initial conditions, and yield a set of more or less independent
free energy estimates. By averaging over m free energy estimates at a given time
one expects the variance of the free energy to be reduced by a factor m, assuming
no systematic bias. Typically however, one would rather decrease the simulation
time by a factor m and so keep the final accuracy constant.

Samples from an MD trajectory are however correlated in time, complicating
parallelization somewhat. If the trajectory is cut too short, significant memory of
the starting state will linger. Even “independent” simulations can for that reason be
correlated via a common starting configuration, typically given by an experimental
structure. Samples from many short trajectories are thus not equivalent to a longer
single simulation, due to the different correlations present in the two cases. On the
one hand, one can imagine multiple trajectories being better at exploring distant
regions of phase space in a shorter total simulation time, but it is also clear that
increasing parallelization requires increasingly representative initial conditions in
order to avoid highly correlated trajectories. In practice then, there is a limit to
how much we can shorten the waiting time for obtaining results of a certain accuracy
simply by adding more computational resources.

We now ask ourselves, is there a smarter way to administer multiple AWH
simulations than the most straightforward parallel approach of independent sim-
ulations? It seems plausible that having immediate access to the common, larger
sampling history and the less noisy, average free energy estimate could be exploited.
For instance, if two trajectories start out at the same λ and one of the simulations
explores in the +δλ direction, is it not more efficient if the second simulation goes
in the opposite −δλ direction? In the AWH initial stage, sharing of information
between simulations and a more efficient, collective exploration could enable the
effective number of samples N to grow faster, leading to a shorter initial stage and
reaching smaller errors earlier (hopefully without compromising on robustness).

An elegant and simple way of achieving this is to share samples across sim-
ulations in a common (weight) histogram and keep a single common free energy
estimate [6], see Fig. 5.1. We recall that in the AWH initial stage the effective
number of samples N is scaled up by a constant factor after each transition across
the sampling interval. But how do we define a common “transition” for multiple,
sharing trajectories? One could define a transition as having covered the sampling
interval, i.e. having visited all points. However, only in the case of a single trajec-
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λi(t)

Figure 5.1: Two different schemes for parallelizing AWH using communicating sim-
ulations. In the sharing scheme (left), all simulations, each with a trajectory λi(t)
(circles of different colors), sample the whole λ interval and accumulate samples
into one shared histogram (bottom), thus also sharing one free energy estimate.
The diameter that has to be sampled before a point is considered “covered” in
the initial stage is indicated by bars around each λi(t). In the partition-exchange
scheme (right), the sampling interval is partitioned with some overlap (indicated by
double-headed arrows). Each simulation thus only samples a part of the λ interval
(solid, black lines), but can attempt to swap configurations xi(t) ↔ xj(t) in the
overlap regions. The result is a set of histograms and corresponding free energy
estimates that need to be combined.

tory does this ensure that an actual transition between the end points has taken
place. When multiple trajectories are patched together, after having projected them
onto a non-optimal reaction coordinate, there could still be uncrossed free energy
barriers separating one set of trajectories from another. Thus, such a transition
criterion becomes less strict for multiple trajectories than for a single trajectory.
This could lead to an optimistically premature switch to the final stage and poten-
tially missing states that require more exploration time to find. As an example,
if all simulations start at the same end of the sampling interval, a transition will
occur as soon as the fastest simulation “escapes” to the other end. In principle, the
exit from the initial stage could occur even before the second escape event. Thus,
we again see that increasing parallelism transforms the problem into one of initial
conditions, which we would like to avoid as much as possible.

We can think of a few remedies to apply. To ensure non-degenerate initial condi-
tions, one should probably always run an equilibration stage before the initial stage,
where N is kept constant e.g. until all simulations have independently traversed the
sampling interval at least once or twice. In addition, the transition criterion used in
the initial stage could be modified to ensure that real transitions take place between
distant λ points. For instance, for a simulation to be able to mark a point as “vis-
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ited” and then communicate this to the other simulations, one could require that
also a given diameter around that point has been visited by the same simulation.
As a result, when two neighboring points have been visited by different simulations,
this would ensure a minimum amount (half the chosen diameter) of overlap along λ
between the two trajectories. The diameter could be chosen e.g. as a fixed length.
Setting it equal to the sampling interval length, i.e. to its maximum value, would be
equivalent to counting only full transitions performed by either of the trajectories,
independently. Of course, one can make the transition criterion even stricter by
demanding that not only one simulation, but a certain fraction of the total number
of simulations have contributed to covering each point. If this fraction is set to
the strictest value 1, we are back at the transition criterion of non-communicating
simulations: all trajectories needs to traverse the whole interval.

Alternatively, one could take on an entirely different approach as proposed in
[7]. Instead of sharing samples across simulations, one could partition the sampling
interval into multiple overlapping subintervals, each populated by one or more inde-
pendently exploring simulations, see again Fig. 5.1. In the overlap region different
simulations can furthermore exchange coordinates, enabling transitions across the
full interval to take place despite the partitioning. At the end of (or possibly dur-
ing) the simulation, the partial free energy estimates need to be concatenated into
a single estimate.

Which parallelization scheme, independent, sharing or partitioning-exchange,
works best in practice in the AWH context and how to set any parameters involved
remains to be investigated. It is possible that the sharing and the partitioning-
exchange scheme are equivalent in terms of sampling efficiency assuming the right
parameter choices are made for both of them. If that is the case, in my opinion
the sharing scheme is to be preferred since it is conceptually simpler. In my work
so far, I have applied the simplest approach of independent simulations because of
its simplicity, robustness and because it provides an immediate way of estimating
statistical uncertainties.

5.6 Brief history and some context

We have now nearly reached the end of this thesis and in order to reach this far
without too much distraction we have conveniently been wearing a sort of blinders,
like a horse in busy traffic (or the typical PhD student), and mainly ignored methods
other than the one in focus, AWH. In reality of course, there are many conceivable
ways of tackling the sampling problem and it is not immediately obvious why AWH
is the method of choice.

From a practical point of view, my work on AWH was to a large extent moti-
vated by limitations of the currently most standard approach for calculating free
energies along a reaction coordinate, umbrella sampling [8, 9]. The typical protocol
for applying umbrella sampling today is to restrain the reaction coordinates ξ(xi)
in a set of simulations, here indexed by i, using a set of narrow and overlapping
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harmonic potentials centered at values λi. The restraints are spread over the sam-
pling interval such that the whole interval gets approximately uniformly sampled.
Post-simulation the data is reweighted so that the effect of these artificial potentials
is removed [10]. Especially with suboptimal reaction coordinates, which is usually
the case, the added restraints risk “locking out” important regions of phase space
and preventing important transitions to take place. This can lead to slow equili-
bration, thus sensitivity to initial conditions and overly optimistic error estimates.
Furthermore, umbrella sampling requires managing many simulations, the number
being sensitive to the width of the potential, which one needs to set a priori (and
the optimal choice depends on the free energy landscape).

The fundamental elements of AWH appeared to solve these issues. First of
all, sampling the whole range of λ values within a single simulation allows for
multiple pathways to be sampled and alleviate ergodicity issues. Furthermore,
calculating probability weights instead of binning counts makes efficient use of the
samples and minimizes sensitivity to the λ point spacing. Of course, these solutions
combined in a package did not spring out of the vacuum. Current state-of-the-art
sampling methods are the result of decades of natural selection of scientific ideas.
To understand this process better, below is my attempt to backtrack this evolution
and find the various paths that motivated the formulation of AWH.

The aforementioned umbrella sampling method is the common ancestor of many
enhanced sampling methods. In its original formulation in 1977 [9], the term is
used in the very general sense of adding a non-physical potential to the system that
broadens the sampled distribution in order to calculate free energy differences more
accurately. Already then it was postulated that the target distribution should be as
“wide and uniform as possible”. The main problem with the approach was also made
clear: before harvesting the performance benefits of the method, a good biasing
potential has to be determined, which at that early stage could be approached only
by trial-and-error. Indeed, the final outlook of the original paper was: “A possible
embellishment of the technique would be to program the computer to carry out
itself the trial-and-error development of a good weighting function”.

Many researchers took on the challenge of adaptively determining the umbrella
potential, generally by sampling in stages of increasingly optimized umbrella poten-
tials [11–13]. A related problem, to be able to combine data from different umbrella
potentials, was how to best combine data from different ensembles. That was largely
solved by the development of histogram reweighting techniques [10, 14]. Another
issue requiring attention was deciding which distribution should be made uniform
– essentially the difficult task of defining the reaction coordinate. Generally ap-
plicable choices were proposed, notably flattening the distribution of energies [15]
or the temperature [16, 17]. The expanded ensemble (later also called the “ex-
tended ensemble”) was introduced and provided a general framework for sampling
multiple ensembles within one simulation [16]. Despite the efforts, the problem of
efficiently and automatically obtaining the ensemble weights, or the form of the
biasing potential, remained an elusive problem for these methods. In replica ex-
change simulations [18] on the other hand, which were adapted to MD simulations
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in [19], a uniform distribution is guaranteed by construction: each λ is sampled by
one simulation and ergodicity is improved by attempting to exchange coordinates
between simulations (λ values). In practice however, the success of this approach
relies on obtaining good configurational overlap between simulations to ensure high
exchange rates and additionally it requires running many potentially large simu-
lations in parallel. Thus, efficiently applying it will in the end rely on carefully
defining the grid of λ points [20].

The Wang-Landau algorithm [21], a very general and robust way of determin-
ing the weights needed for sampling a flat histogram, led to a breakthrough. In
contrast to previous methods, here the whole procedure was done on the fly and
within a single simulation. The key feature of the method is to promote exploration
and obtain a flat histogram along λ by continuously decreasing the probability of
revisiting configurations that have already been sampled. Explicitly, the ensemble
is modified by dividing the probability weight w(λ) of the current λ = λ(t) by a
“modification factor” α > 1, w(λ)← w(λ)/α, or in terms of the corresponding free
energy fw(λ) ← fw(λ) + lnα, lnα > 0. Thus, rather than sampling in a constant
ensemble, or in a series of constant ensembles and subsequently using reweighting
techniques to combine the data, the weights and the ensemble are continuously
changing so that the system is out of equilibrium to a degree determined by α.
Furthermore and importantly, the free energy of the unmodified ensemble is simul-
taneously obtained as F (λ) ≈ −fw(λ) with an accuracy set by α. In addition,
the Wang-Landau scheme prescribes how to improve the accuracy of the final free
energy estimate by regularly decreasing α: after the sampled histogram fulfills a
certain flatness criterion (e.g. that all histogram bin counts are within 80% of the
average count), α is brought closer to its limit value 1 by α←

√
α, or equivalently

lnα closer to 0, lnα← 1
2 lnα.

The Wang-Landau method quickly inspired a lot of both applied and theoretical
work (there were more than 300 citations in less than five years). Likely as a result
of flat histogram methods becoming more practical to use and more wide-spread,
also new aspects were being investigated, such as the use of non-uniform target
distributions [22]. Importantly, it was also realized [23] that the error in the free
energy “saturates” at some point, i.e. does not converge to zero. This was essentially
solved by the 1/t Wang-Landau method [24]. The convergence anticipated from
scaling α by a constant factor using a constant histogram flatness criterion was too
optimistic. Instead, after an initial transient stage, optimal convergence could be
obtained by making α a decaying function of the simulation time t, lnα = 1/t,

A year after the Wang-Landau publication, a similar method, called metady-
namics, was proposed and applied to MD simulations [25]. In the original for-
mulation of metadynamics, Gaussian repulsive potentials of constant height and
width are deposited along the system trajectory, i.e. essentially the Wang-Landau
approach but using a constant update size, without refining. This yields the same
method as the local elevation method [26], which had been proposed several years
earlier. However, the local elevation method was presented mainly as an explo-
rational MD tool, in a similar spirit as the conformational flooding method [27],
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and seemingly not recognized as a way of simultaneously calculating free energies.
Thanks to additional theoretical and application work (see [28] for a review), as
well as well-advertised open-source software tools, metadynamics is now probably
the most popular non-equilibrium free energy calculation method for MD.

Finally, how does AWH fit into all of this? Clearly, the AWH initial stage is
inspired by the Wang-Landau approach of sweeping the sampling interval until a
“good enough” estimate of the free energy has been obtained at the current level of
accuracy. In AWH the level of accuracy is given by the effective number of samples
N and further refinement is obtained by using a larger N . The Wang-Landau
modification factor α and the AWH histogram size roughly relate as α↔ 1 + 1/N
or lnα ↔ 1/N (for large N). Thus, dividing lnα by a factor of 2 yields the
corresponding AWH initial stage update of multiplying N by a factor of 2. The
differences lie in the form of the free energy update and the exact condition for
the update, i.e. in AWH there is no flatness criterion only the often less strict
transition criterion. Furthermore, AWH innately incorporates the 1/t long-time
convergence rate by expressing the updates of the ensemble in terms of histograms
that grow linearly with time t, while in in the 1/t Wang-Landau method [24] this
behavior is rather imposed, somewhat artificially. An advantage and difference of
AWH to many other sampling methods is the general extended ensemble framework,
equally suitable for optimizing sampling along a reaction coordinate as for a system
parameter and within which various algorithmic flavors can be implemented and
compared. This may seem like a theoretical point, but it certainly has helped
both in improving the algorithm, e.g. in optimizing the target distribution, and for
transferring knowledge and ideas.



Chapter 6

Summary of papers

The sampling problem and the techniques for approaching it has been the main
topic of my thesis work. This is the focus of papers I and IV in which method
developments within the framework of AWH are presented. In addition, a parallel
goal was always to gain new knowledge about the biological system being simulated.
Papers II and III are the result of these efforts.

Paper I. Accelerated weight histogram method for exploring
free energy landscapes

AWH is demonstrated for MD simulations, using a reaction coordinate to guide the
simulation. In the extended ensemble, this can be achieved by coupling the reaction
coordinate to a harmonic potential. A method for completely removing the effect
of this added potential is presented. The importance of the input parameters of
AWH and strategies for how to choose them are investigated. The conclusion is that
one of the parameters is especially important for convergence, the effective number
of samples N . To obtain efficient convergence of the error ε in the free energy
estimate, ε ∼ 1/t, the algorithm is split into an initial and a final stage, in which N
evolves according to different protocols. The addition of the initial stage also makes
AWH robust to the initial value of N . Finally, a strategy is proposed for initializing
N in terms of two more physical quantities: the system and reaction coordinate
dependent diffusion constant and the initial error in the free energy, ε. The method
is demonstrated for two complex molecular systems, in a one-dimensional and a
two-dimensional case.

Paper II. Sequence dependency of canonical base pair
opening in the DNA double helix

DNA base pairs are known from experiments to spontaneously open, partially or
fully disrupting the hydrogen bonds between the two bases. The free energy of the
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open state can be estimated from NMR experiments for a specific base pair in the
sequence. Here, AWH is used to calculate the free energy of opening from MD sim-
ulations using a simple distance as reaction coordinate. To probe sequence effects,
simulations are performed for 11 target base pairs in 2 different DNA sequences.
Furthermore, two different force fields are applied to evaluate the accuracy of the
simulated model. While the base pair type and nearest neighbors sequence are
concluded to be determinant for the free energies, certain target base pairs with
identical neighboring sequences but different global context are distinguishable,
indicating that there are longer-range sequence effects. The mode of opening is
structurally characterized by determining the most likely orientations of the bases
in the open pair, relative to each other and relative to the DNA helix. Furthermore,
analyses of solvent and ion interactions reveal that at specific sites, interaction life-
times with water and the interaction frequency with ions increase dramatically in
the open state relative to the closed state, indicating that these interactions may
play a role in the opening process. In comparison to experimental values, the calcu-
lated free energies are overall smaller for both force fields. Potential sources of this
discrepancy are discussed and we suggest that the two-state model used to obtain
the experimental values could be too simple for modeling base pair opening.

Paper III. Permeability and selectivity in aquaporin TIP2;1:
linking structure to function

Aquaporin is a protein that resides in the membrane of a cell or an organelle. It acts
as a channel, selectively letting water and certain other solutes pass through. Here,
the permeability and selectivity of plant aquaporin TIP2;1, is studied with MD
simulations, using two different force fields. Several mutants with single-residue
mutations in the so-called selectivity filter are simulated to shed light on the role
of these individual residues on permeability and selectivity. In particular, the focus
is on comparing TIP2;1, which is permeable to ammonia, to a mutant with two
mutations in the selectivity filter, experimentally known to not allow ammonia to
pass. In the experiments, the two single mutations themselves do not have a strong
effect on ammonia permeability indicating that there may be interesting cooperative
effects.

AWH is applied to calculate the free energy profile along the channel axis for
ammonia. Free energy profiles and permeability for water are also calculated from
non-biased trajectories. The mutations are observed to decrease the permeability
of water, especially the double mutation when using one of the force fields. For
the same case, the maximum free energy barrier for ammonia increases, indicating
a decreased ability for ammonia to pass through. The permeability of ammonia
additionally decreases by a factor of 1.6 more than for water, consistent with a
small selective effect. On a longer time scale, multiple events of the pore opening
and closing are captured for the other the force field, suggestive of a pore gating
mechanism. The results demonstrate the ability of simulations to provide insight
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into biological mechanisms, but also show that fully explaining fine-tuned selectivity
in aquaporins may require more refined models.

Paper IV. A Riemann metric approach to optimal sampling
of multidimensional free energy landscapes

The target distribution along the reaction coordinate or system parameter of en-
hanced sampling methods is typically chosen to be uniform a priori. This is however
an arbitrary choice that implicitly assumes that different regions in the sampling
space in some sense contribute equally to the statistical uncertainty. Here, the
parameter space is endowed with a Riemann metric, allowing uniform sampling to
be defined in a non-arbitrary way. The proposed metric takes into account the
underlying distributions and dynamics by locally quantifying correlation between
samples. Sampling bottlenecks can then be identified as regions with a large mea-
sure according to the metric. It is shown that optimizing sampling by making
the target distribution uniform under the metric minimizes the variance of free
energy differences in a certain limit. To benchmark the performance of the opti-
mization, sampling is optimized for two biomolecular systems using AWH, for a
one-dimensional and a two-dimensional reaction coordinate. The optimization can
be carried out adaptively and is shown to improve sampling with negligible added
computational cost.





Chapter 7

Outlook

MD simulations have the potential to be a powerful tool for studying complex
biomolecular systems. Using it effectively however is a challenge, requiring the
field as a whole to equip itself with inter-disciplinary expertise in biology, physics,
computational science and statistics. A common problem, relevant for almost all
MD work, is that simulated trajectories are too short and events of interest are
unlikely to be recorded. Overcoming this hurdle requires specifying what “interest-
ing” means, in terms of a reaction coordinate, and then developing algorithms for
steering the simulation toward these important regions.

Finding a suitable reaction coordinate remains a fundamentally difficult prob-
lem. It requires mapping out paths of interest that connect states of interest,
generally without much prior knowledge. In practice, a lot of simulation and re-
search time risks being spent on testing reaction coordinates, to some extent by
trial-and-error. My work has necessarily required finding reasonable reaction co-
ordinates to work with, but the main focus has been on improving the sampling
algorithm, here AWH, itself. Given a reasonable reaction coordinate, AWH adap-
tively optimizes sampling and calculates the free energy. Furthermore, in our work
on optimizing the target distribution, sampling is adapted to the chosen reaction
coordinate by distributing samples according to a metric that locally quantifies
the sampling efficiency. Ideally, in the future also the reaction coordinate itself
can be optimized during the sampling process without relying too much on human
intuition and intervention.

The machinery of AWH is by now well-understood and the implementation
works more or less out of the box, with minimal sensitivity to input parameters
and without significant performance overhead. The method also supports high
parallelism, although how to best utilize this is an interesting topic deserving of
further investigation. The implementation was made within the popular open-
source molecular dynamics software package GROMACS [29]. Due to the high
coding standards adopted by the GROMACS development community, getting the
code in shape has required a considerable effort (not only by me). Now finally,
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the AWH module will be included in the next software version release and so will
soon reach thousands of GROMACS users. Hopefully, this will lower the barrier
for many of these users to start using more advanced enhanced sampling methods.
Furthermore, I hope this wider exposure will help accelerate research in sampling
methods more generally, since every application of a method has the chance of
sparking new ideas for improvements, extensions or novel realms of application.

As trajectories get longer and sampling more efficient, more reliable answers
can be obtained from simulations. It is clear though, that for the accuracy of
simulations to be relevant, a critical point is to accurately model biological systems.
In much research based on MD simulations, the force field is, necessarily, taken as
a given. The models are still a large source of uncertainty – my own work provides
illustrative examples. In the end, the burning question is how to best integrate
experimental data and theoretical knowledge with simulation data. Extensive and
more efficient sampling of the given simulation model is a first necessary step for
doing so.
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